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Abstract. The Future Internet will consist of billions of people, things and
services having the potential to interact with each other and their environment.
This highly interconnected global network structure presents new types of
challenges from a security, trust and privacy perspective. An example of such a
challenge is the handling of an access request to obtain a blood pressure
reading: from a monitor (thing) attached to a person (people); supported by a
mobile health clinic (service). Furthermore, the patient may request that his/her
health data should exclude his/her biographical details and may be released
only to trustable health organizations. The IoPTS(security,trust,privacy)
structure presented in this paper is a first attempt in simplifying this complex
integration of security, trust and privacy issues.
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1 Introduction

The Future Internet will consist of billions of digital devices, people, services and
other physical objects having the potential to seamlessly connect, interact and
exchange information about themselves and their environment [1]. In the envisaged
Future Internet, people will utilize these digital devices and physical objects to
produce and consume web-based services in a web-based service industry [2, 3] in
what we refer to as the Internet of People, Things and Services (IoPTS). The
envisaged IoPTS consists of three visions i.e. Internet of People (IoP) [4, 3], Internet
of Things (IoT) [2] and the Internet of Services (IoS) [3].

The Internet of People is envisaged as a world where people equipped with human-
implantable RFID tags will become part of the ubiquitous network of networks
facilitated by the popularity of social networks [4, 3]. The ITU envisaged the Internet
of Things as a world where physical and digital objects are seamlessly integrated into
the Internet to become active participants in business processes [5]. The Internet of
Things can also be seen as the integration between the logical and physical word.
Internet of Services is defined as “the vision for next-generation services provided over the Internet” [3].

This paper defines the Internet of People, Things and Services (IoPTS) as the vision where people, things (physical objects) and services are seamlessly integrated into the networks of networks as active participants that exchange data about themselves and their perceived surrounding environments over a web-based infrastructure. The IoPTS, amongst many other aspects, is characterized by: its massivity in terms of people, services, and things, that will generate information populating massive databases; its advanced capability for tracking people, objects and things; its focus is on multiple frontiers, a person can assume multiple identities where each identity is associated with multiple things (devices) connected to multiple services; its vertical mobility with a phenomenal increase in the level of complexity from a governance point of view.

The developed world as well as the developing world will benefit from the IoPTS. The plethora of benefits that society, especially so in the developed world, seeks to gain once the vision of the IoPTS becomes reality, amongst others, include the following: increasing efficiency in material handling and general logistics, product tracking, reducing production and handling costs, speeding the flow of assets, anti-theft and quicker recovery of stolen items [5, 4]. Considering the developing world it is aspects such as mobile health for remote rural areas that will become a reality with the IoPTS. With all these benefits, what stands in the way of achieving the vision of the IoPTS? How do we govern and regulate the players on the IoPTS infrastructure that knows no boundaries? Unlimited personal, thing and service content distribution brings along the issues of trust and privacy. What security measures are required to protect content authenticity, legality of content, legality of possession of such content, non-repudiation and accountability?

Current approaches will fall short in providing trustworthy infrastructures that ensures secure protection of the data and privacy for personally identifiable information of individuals in the era of IoPTS [4]. The envisaged IoPTS requires a very strong foundation with security, trust and privacy as a top priority. Security, trust and privacy should be implemented at design time with the flexibility to adapt, if not automatically, during run time.

Dr Stefan Wess quoted in [3] argues that in order to meet the challenges there is a need to successfully integrate the IoT, IoS, IoP and Internet of Data (IoD). However, there is no mention of how this integration could be done. According to the authors, the paper at hand is a first attempt to build on Wess’s assertion by suggesting a possible way to integrate the IoP, IoS and IoT. The hypothesis postulated in this paper is that the foundation for the successful realization of the IoPTS is a convergence of security, trust and privacy.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2, 3 and 4 discusses security, trust and privacy respectively with the aim in identifying the underlying services for each that can have an impact on creating a trustworthy IoPTS. Section 5 proposes a framework in the form of a cube to be used for the convergence of IoPTS. Section 6 discusses a use case to illustrate the proposed framework. Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 Security and the IoPTS

From the three concepts i.e. Security, Trust and Privacy, security is the most established and implemented as it originated from earlier ICT infrastructures such as mainframes. However, security in the context of the IoPTS is still a very important concept and the basic security services that originally applied to traditional environments are still applicable in the IoPTS.

According to the ISO 7498-2 standard [6], produced by The International Standards Organisation (ISO) Information Security can be defined in terms of:

- **Identification & authentication** The identification and authentication of any person, thing or service requiring access to another person, thing or service or to a combination of (person, thing, service) is the first step towards injecting security into the IoPTS. More focus needs to be placed on the IoT layer as device identification and authentication is still a maturing technology. Current approaches focusing on identity management will also have to address also things and services.

- **Authorisation.** The next step towards enforcing Information Security (IS) in the IoPTS is to determine if the authenticated thing, person or service has the right to obtain access. In terms of the authorisation process, control is, therefore, exerted over the access rights of all authenticated things, persons and services. Furthermore issues such as location and context will play an important role in providing authorization as a security service in the IoPTS. It is envisaged that access mechanisms such as user control (UCON), optimistic based access control, variations of RBAC, location and direction based access control and conflict based access control will require serious attention in IoPTS.

- **Confidentiality;** All information must be strictly accessible to authorised things, persons and services only. Protecting the confidentiality of information, personal and physical objects therefore, gives the assurance that only authorised things, persons and services will have access to the information in question.

- **Integrity.** Within the IoPTS context information regarding things, persons and services should not only be kept confidential, but its integrity should also be guaranteed.

- **Non-repudiation.** The last step towards enforcing IS is to ensure that no action performed to affect IS, for example, changing the content of a chunk of information or changing the status of a device (thing), could be denied at a later stage.

- **Availability refers to the basic assumption that the right thing, person (information) and service will only be available to the right thing, person or service at the right time [7].**
3 Trust and the IoPTS

Trust is increasingly playing an important role in modern ICT infrastructures and will more so be the case in IoPTS. Trust is in principle a human action.

The following concepts relate to trust formation [8] in the context of IoPTS, but this list is not exhaustive:

- **Beliefs** are related to trust and refer to the acceptance that something is true or real, it is often underpinned by a sense of certainty; a statement, principle, or doctrine that is accepted as true [9]. For example in the IoPTS, should a device be a certified device evaluated by a credible institution it can be postulated that persons and/ or services will have trust (belief) in that device e.g. a thing such as a blood pressure monitor.

- **Reputation** is the average experiences of trusters over a specific period of time [10, 11]. In the IoPTS the number of successful interactions between for example a thing such as a heart monitor device and a service such as an eHealth service can be used to describe the trust level between the thing and the service. Reputation will play a vital role in the IoPTS especially in the linkage between IoP and IoS.

- **Recommendation** is essentially the same as reputation as it is based on the truster’s experiences with and beliefs regarding the trustee, but the truster will only make the trustworthiness of the trustee known on request [12]. Persons in the IoP context will rely on recommendations from credible bodies to utilize available services.

- **A credential** is a property or token issued by a trusted third party to the trustee that the trustee can present as proof of his trustworthiness to the truster. It is also referred to as authoritative trust as the credentials can be validated as it was supposed to have been issued by the trusted third party [10]. Similar to current ICT infrastructures, the exchange of certificates (X.509 look a-likes) will have to play an important role in the alignment of the IoT layer with the IoS layer.

- **Delegation**. When one party transfers the trustworthiness of the trustee to another party, it is termed delegation trust [13]. It is especially the IoP with special reference to the security requirements of Social Networks that will reply on delegation as a mechanism for establishing trust.

4 Privacy and the IoPTS

IoPTS demands new perspectives on the concept of Privacy. However, the paper published in 1890 by Warren and Brandeis [21] provides a definition that stood the test of time. They define privacy as “the right to be let alone”. When juxtaposing this against the IoPTS, the concept of privacy needs to be broadened thereby including not only personal privacy but also information privacy and physical privacy.

In the eHealth environment a patient might, for example, be carrying with him/her a biosignals device such as a blood pressure monitor being part of IoTs. From a privacy perspective the patient information, which ends up in an electronic patient
record system on the IoS layer, is to be considered as private. The patient might also prefer that the physical device being part of IoT is not visible to other people and therefore needs not to infringe on his personal/physical privacy.

In the context of IoPTS, personal information and physical privacy are all of importance. Physical privacy is dominant on the IoT layer, whilst personal and information privacy dominantly belong to the IoS and IoP layers. Information privacy has various dimensions, depending on whose privacy we wish to protect [14, 15]. The following concepts relate to privacy in the context of IoPTS, but this is not an exhaustive list:

- Respondent privacy, which focuses on the prevention of re-identification and disclosure of confidential data of respondents. Respondent privacy is usually sought when data is made available by the data owner (i.e. the one that collects the data) to data users. Responded privacy will play a critical role on the IoS layer where massive databases will be populated with information that is linked to people on the IoP layer. It is envisaged that new high-speed personal anonymisation mechanisms will be required to meet the needs of IoPTS.

- Owner privacy, which concentrates on preventing the disclosure of data in a database when two or more autonomous entities wish to compute queries across their databases, such that only the results of the query is revealed. It is usually the goal of privacy-preserving data mining [16, 17, 18]. Data mining activities on the IoS and IoP layers will receive increasing attention resulting in high vulnerability for massive tracker attack threats [7] where aggregated data is involved.

- User privacy, which aims to protect the privacy of queries to interactive databases, in order to prevent user profiling and re-identification [19] [20]. The envisaged tight coupling between the IoP and IoS layers demands advanced tools in minimizing this vulnerability. Search engines in IoPTS will have to provide this.

- Ethical conduct needs to be considered. For example, the IoS layer should take cognizance of requirements regarding ethics and privacy as suggested by world organizations such as the OECD.

- Legal obligations also need to be considered. IoPTS will accelerate the demand for new privacy technologies that are sensitive for differences in international legal systems e.g. the difference regarding the collection of personal information between the USA and the EU

5 IoPTS(security, trust, privacy)

It is clear from the introduction paragraph as well as from the individual discussions on security, trust and privacy, that only an integrated and interrelated perspective on (security, trust, privacy) can potentially deliver an input in the quest to address protection issues in the IoPTS. It is for this reason that the authors of this paper have chosen a cube structure as a modeling mechanism for security, trust and privacy in the IoPTS, referred to as IoPTS(security, trust, privacy). A cube has three dimensions with the ability to clearly show the intersection thereof. Therefore a cube is an ideal
modeling structure for depicting the convergence of security, trust and privacy for the IoPTS. The cube (framework) presented in figure 1 is a first attempt in simplifying this complex convergence of security, trust and privacy within the context of the IoPTS.

![Fig 1 IoPTS(security,trust,privacy)](image)

6. **Use case for IoPTS(security,trust,privacy) – a case of handling an access request**

Most existing access control models designed for the pre-IoPTS era evaluates access requests based on (Subject, Object, Action) tuples. Existing approaches do not have the ability to handle the high level of complexity required by IoPTS as they were designed to focus on security only, as opposed to the convergence between security, trust and privacy. In IoPTS access information, required to grant/reject access requests, is not only complex but also composite in nature. This is a direct result of the high level of interconnectedness between things, services and people. To illustrate, consider the following use case: How do we define the access information required to grant/reject a request for obtaining a blood pressure measurement from a monitor (IoT) attached to a person (IoP) who is supported through a mobile health service (IoS)? Furthermore the person, being a member of a patient social network (IoP), has agreed to release his/her health related data, stored on the social network, to trustable health organizations affiliated with the World Health Organisation. However, based on the principle of respondent privacy, the person does not want to release any personal information such as name and address. It is clear that the type and structure of information required to grant/reject such an access request is complex and should address the following IoPTS(Security,trust,privacy) issues: security(authorization), trust(reputation), privacy/respondent). This is depicted in figure 2.
7 Conclusion

The IoPTS (security, trust, privacy) structure presents a first attempt in simplifying the complex nature of injecting the necessary protection into the IoPTS. A brief use case with specific reference to handling an access request demonstrated the use of the cube as a modeling structure. However, future work must focus on refining the different aspects of each dimension (security, trust, privacy) of the cube and then focus on the identification of the required mechanisms (intersections of the different dimensions) required by the IoPTS.
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